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Research Activities 

Abstract 

This report summarizes the research activities of the language-related 

departments in the ATR Interpreting Telephony Research Laboratories: the 

Natural Language Understanding Department and the Data Processing 

Department. Also contained are reprints of the related technical publications 

during Apr. 1992.~ Jan. 1993. 

The research areas of the Data Processing Department are 

(1) Integration of Speech and Language Processing 

・HMM-LR Speech Recognition 

• Speech Recognition Using Stochastic Language Models 

• Construction of Sentential Grammar for Speech Recognition 

• Utilization of Higher-level Linguistic Knowledge for Spoken Dialogue 

Processing 

(2) Language Processing for Spoken Dialogue Translation 

・Analysis of Japanese 

~Transfer from Japanese into English 

・Generation of English 

(3) Development of a Prototype System for Spoken Dialogue Translation 

・General Overview 

In tern a tional Joint Experiments toward Interpreting Telephony 8 

The system evaluation 

(4) Linguistic Database 

・Construction of Linguistic Database and its Management 

The current research areas of the Natural Language Understanding 

Department include: 

(5)Dialogue Modeling and Context-Based Inferences 

・Plan Recognition Model for Dialogue Understanding 

・A model for Conversational Sentence Analysis 

(6)Example-Based Approaches in Natural Language Processing 

• Integration of EBA and RBA 

• Acceleration of Retrieving Similar Examples 

・Structural Distance in EBMT 

(7)Cooperative Processing Approach in Machine Translation 

・Transfer-Driven Machine Translation(TDMT) 

• Multi-agent Mechanism for Natural-Language Processing 
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1. Research Organizations: 

ATR Interpreting Telephony Research Laboratories 

An Automatic Telephone Interpretation system is a facility which enables a 

person speaking in one language to communicate readily by telephone with 

someone speaking another language. At least three constituent technologies are 

necessary for such a system: speech recognition, machine translation, and speech 

synthesis. Integrated research into these technologies is also very important. A 

feasibility study, published by the Japanese Ministry of Posts and 

Telecommunications, says that realizing such a system will require at least 

fifteen years. 

Basic research on each of the above technologies has already started at the 

ATR Interpreting Telephony Research Laboratories of which Dr. Akira 

Kurematsu is the president. These laboratories were founded in April, 1986 with 

the support of the Japan Key Technology Center, ATR International, NTT, KDD, 

NHK and other Japanese enterprises. 
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Figure 1. Proposed Automatic Telephone Interpretation System. 

The ATR Interpreting Telephony Research Laboratories have three 

departments: the Speech Processing Department, the Natural Language 

Understanding Department and the Data Processing Department. These three 

departments cover the respective research areas to demonstrate the feasibility of 

an automatic telephone interpretation system shown in Figure 1. In this figure, 
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Research Activities 

the speech processing department is concerned with speech recognition, speech 

synthesis, speaker normalization, and voice conversion. The main research area 

of the natural language understanding department is language translation, and 

that of the Data processing department is integrated processing of speech and 

language. 

Technical Publications: [Kurematsu 92-1 O] 

2. Research Activities 

Research activities and the related technical publications for 1992 are 

summarized in Sections 2.1 through 2.4 for the Data Processing Department, and 

in Sections 2.5 through 2.7 for the Natural Language Understanding 

Department. 

2.1. Integration of Speech and Language Processing 

2.1.1 HMM-LR Speech Recognition 

One of the major problems in speech recognition is coping with large search 

spaces. As search space size increases, recognition performance decreases. 

Syntactic constraints are effective in reducing the search space and hence 

increase processing speed and recognition accuracy. HMM-LR is an efficient 

speech recognition algorithm using Hidden Markov M,odels (HMMs) and 

predictive LR parsing. Predictive LR parsing is an extension of generalized LR 

parsing, and makes it possible to predict phonemes in speech according to a 

context-free grammar. Predicted phonemes are then verified by using 

corresponding HMMs. The beam-search technique is also used to reduce the 

search space. 

Technical Publications: [Kita 92-04] .[Kita 92-07] [Kita 93-01] 

2.1.2 Speech Recognition Using Stochastic Language Models 

To take into account the stochastic characteristics of a language, we 

incorporated stochastic language models into the HMM-LR speech recognition 

system. Three stochastic language models were investigated. 

1. Trigram model of Japanese syllables. 

Word bigram/trigram models are extensively used to correct speech 

recognition errors and improve recognition accuracy. The general idea of a 

trigram model was applied to Japanese syllables. 

2. Stochastic LR parsing. 

The HMM-LR system uses the LR parser to deal with syntactic constraints 

supplied by a context-free grammar. In a traditional LR parser, each 

炉．
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shift/reduce action is treated equally. However, some actions occur frequently, 

others rarely. Stochastic LR parsing was introduced to take their frequency of 

occurrence into account when calculating the recognition likelihood. 

3. Bigram model of rewriting rules. 

Using the co-occurrence of rewriting rules, it is possible to prevent CFG 

rewriting rules from generating incorrect word/phoneme sequences. This 

mechanism was implemented as a bigram model of CFG rewriting rules. 

We applied these stochastic language models to continuously spoken sentence 

recognition. The recognition rate attained was 83.9%. It was also shown that the 

rule bigram mode is much superior to stochastic LR parsing in recognition 

experiments. 

Technical Publications: [Kita 92-09] [Kita 92-10-1] [Kita 92-10-2] 

2.1.3 Construction of Sentential Grammar for Speech Recognition 

We are investigating building syntactic constraints which are effective for 

speech recognition and can handle spoken Japanese properly. 

In contrast to traditional intuitive syntactic classification, we examine the 

behavior of syntactic categories quantitatively, using dialogue data collected at 

ATR. Based on the retrieval results together with the speech recognition results, 

we have tried to find the best trade-off and refined the syntactic rules. 

Technical Publications: [Hosaka 92-03] [Hosaka 92-04] [Hosaka 92-07] 

[Hosaka 92-10-1] [Hosaka 92-10-2] 

2.1.4 Utilization of Higher-level Linguistic Knowledge for Spoken 

Dialogue Processing 

One of the key issues in a speech-translation system is how to eliminate 

ambiguities inherent in speech recognition. In our current speech recognition 

system, HMM-LR, context-free-grammar based on Japanese phrase structure is 

used, and then most ungrammatical hypotheses are ruled out during the 

recognition stage. However, the ability of this grammar is not sufficient because 

it lacks higher order linguistic constraints such as semantic ones. To compensate 

for this deficiency, a unification-based Japanese parser, the first stage of the 

language translation, rules out erroneous candidates and chooses the most 

plausible one. Other approaches, (a) in which semantic constraints are used 

during speech recognition and (b) an information-theoretic model of discourse is 

used for prediction of the next utterance type, are also investigated. 
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Technical Publications: [Nagata 92-10-1] [Nagata 93-01-3] 

[Morimoto 92-10-1] 

2.2 Language Processing for Spoken Dialogue Translation 

2.2.1 Analysis of Japanese 

In the course of extending the analysis grammar for a larger test corpus, we 

considerably changed the specification of feature structure. The caused a general 

delay. Nevertheless, a more general grammar was produced, with a broader 

coverage. The interface between the speech recognition module and analysis was 

also improved. Now we have two kinds of test corpora: 1) the M-set corpus, 

including 262 sentences from 12 basic sample dialogues, 2) the E-set corpus, 

including 638 test sentences various linguistic expressions. The new E-set 

grammar covers most of these corpora. However, the selection of correct analysis 

result and the improvement of efficiency are major remaining problems. Thus the 

basic version of the (M-set grammar) has been used for demonstrations, for 

reasons of performance. Some valuable experiences in designing and improving 

grammars (and algorithms) were summarized and published. 

Technical Publications: [Nagata 92-07-1] [Nagata 92-07-2] 

[Nagata 92-10-1] [Nagata 92-10-2] 

[Tashiro 92-10-1] [Tashiro 92-10-2] 

2.2.2 Transfer from Japanese into English 

Transfer rules for the abovementioned m-set and e-set analysis results have 

been developed and maintained. We c叫 dnot avoid introducing many heuristic 

rules in order to compensate for missing information in the transfer input. The 

feature structure rewriting system (RWS), the core transfer engine of the 

prototype system, was improved in efficiency, and we provided some additional 

functions for describing transfer rules. The system achieved a 24% faster 

processing speed, using the following techniques: 

1. We load only the rule index-file into main memory (while rule bodies remain in 

disks). 

2. We pre-expand feature structures in rule descriptions into internal nodes 

A preliminary study contrasting the communicative strategies of Japanese 

and English was performed, comparing the explicitness of intention. Some 

typical Japanese expressions (quasi-copula structures) do not indicate the 

intention of the speaker and often lack significant words. For those utterances, 

we have to elaborate the original structure, using various kinds of knowledge. 
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Some knowledge can be provided from the context. Several context-sensitive 

rules were examined to demonstrate the production of more informative 

structures. This experiment need a discourse-sensitive version of the system 

cooperation with the generation component (see next subsection). 

Japanese-German transfer rules were developed for the international joint 

project, CSTAR (see following descriptions). 

Technical Publications: [Suzuki 92-07-1] [Suzuki 92-07-2] [Suzuki 92-10] 

[Tomokiyo 93-01] 

2.2.3 Generation of English 

In the previous period, a new unification-based generation module was 

implemented. It has been improved through out this period. Final generation 

rules (PD's) and morphological synthesis rules have been developed for the 

current corpora. Much effort has been devoted in order to generate more natural 

English utterances. 

In some generation rules, context-sensitive constraints are considered to 

dynamically produce of expressions affected by the previous utterance. For 

realize such processing (also mentioned in the transfer phase), a Discourse 

Translation Manager (DTM) was implemented. It provides information about 

discourse clusters (relationships among Demands, Responses and 

Acknowledgment) in a successive dialogue and manages translation units. Using 

this DTM, small scale context-sensitive translation was demonstrated. 

Furthermore, an attractive method of analyzing sentences using generation 

rules PDs is being investigated. It takes advantage of the neutral (bidirectional) 

characteristics of phrasal descriptions with constrain ts. 

Technical Publications: [Kikui 92-06] [Kikui 92-07] 

2.3 Development of a Prototype System for Spoken Dialogue Translation 

2.3.1 General Overview 

The prototype system SL-TRANS II was enhanced and become the a new 

AS URA system (Advanced Speech Understanding and Rendering system of 

ATR). The speech recognition module was refined using SSS-LR, an advanced 

version of the HMM-LR technique, and the translation module was extended in 

scale and quality. Further, the speaker adaptation technique was also improved. 

The system seems to have achieved its expected goals. The research history and 

the results were reported to the public. 

Technical Publications: [Morimoto 92-07] [Morimoto 92-10-2] 
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2.3.2 International Joint Experiments toward Interpreting Telephony 

Since its earliest stages, ATR has actively cooperated with foreign research 

organizations. This effort brought about a close partnership among Carnegie 

Mellon University(USA), Siemens AG. (Germany) and ATR. These institutes 

established a Consortium for Speech Translation Advanced Research (CSTAR). 

According to the proposed schedule, ATR developed Japanese-German 

translation system, in cooperation with a visiting researcher and an exchange 

researcher from Siemens AG. The final results were successfully demonstrated 

as the "International Joint Experiments toward Interpreting Telephony". 

2.3.3 The system evaluation 

The scale and the quality of the system has been extended through out the 

research period. A study of evaluation procedures for spoken language 

translation was executed and actual evaluation of various aspects has been 

carried out. As for the translation, the coverage of Japanese expressions was 

measured against an authorized list of standard spoken Japanese expressions. 

Moreover, the generated English sentences were evaluated by native and 

bilingual human subjects. The final evaluation results will soon be reported. 

Technical Publications: [Uratani 92-07] 

2.4 Linguistic Database 

2.4.1 Construction of Linguistic Database and its Public Release 

The ATR Dialogue Database (ADD) has continuously grown and now contains 

many dialogue corpora in several domains. Concerning the conference 

registration task (the current target for the prototype system) and inquiries to a 

travel agency, 200,000 words of dialogue texts were collected for telephone and 

keyboard conversations respectively. These corpora (two domains) were released 

to the public through MT media, supported by ATR International. 

Technical Publications: [Morimoto 92-04-1 ][Morimoto 92-04-1] 

2.5 Dialogue Modeling and Context-Based Inferences 

It is our belief that telephone interpretation systems should be able to 

comprehend meaning in context. Major linguistic phenomena peculiar to 

Japanese spoken dialogues have been investigated from a linguistic viewpoint to 

construct a discourse-dialogue model that can be implemented on a computer. 

Among others, research topics concerning elliptical sentences, pragmatics, and 

intention are being studied, and tl}e results obtained have been integrated step by 

step as a dialogue interpretation system. Considerable research has been focused 
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on a plan recognition model for understanding a dialogue. In addition, a 

computational model for context processing using pragmatic constraints and 

circumstantial information is being studied. A way to identify differently-

expressed noun phrases on the basis of domain knowledge is the first step toward 

dialogue meaning inference. 

Technical Publications: [Iida 92-04) [Iida 93-01-1] 

2.5.1 Plan Recognition Model for Dialogue Understanding 

A multi-layered plan recognition model for dialogue structure construction 

and a method to predict the next utterance using the model was proposed. 

The model e叩loysthree-typed universal pragmatics in addition to a set of 

domain plans describing actions in the target world. The three pragmatics types 

are: "Interaction Plan", which describes a sequence of communicative acts for 

dialogue turn-taking, a "Communication Plan", which determines how to execute 

or achieve an utterance goal or dialogue goals, and a "Dialogue Plan" for 

establishing a dialogue construction. These plans should be applied an the 

following order to recognize the goal of an input utterance: Interaction Plan, 

Communication Plan, Domain Plan and Dialogue Plan. The system implemented 

based on this model can efficiently construct appropriate dialogue structures step 

by step. 

A method of utterance prediction is based on model. Using the derived 

structure and the plans, the method can predict abstract information about the 

communicative act type and discourse entities of the next utterance in a context-

sensitive fashion. An experimental system for reducing the number of candidates 

of a speech recognition output was implemented, and can improve the number of 

candidates using contextual information and linguistic and pragmatic 

knowledge. 

Technical Publications: [Iida 92-0S][lida 93-01-2][Yamaoka 92-07] 

2.5.2 A Model for Conversational Sentence Analysis 

Developing the analysis method for conversation, as well as text, is very 

important for an application of the natural language processing. As for Japanese 

conversational sentences,the current constraint-grammar-based approach, such 

as HPSG, is not adequate due to its inflexibility in the treatment of the absence of 

complements, postpositions and verbs. We have been developing a new model, 

called information-based model, for the natural language analysis, which is 

flexible enough to analyze conversational sentences. 

The model leaves most of syntactic and semantic constructions, which are 
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done by the grammar module in the traditional approaches,to the interpretation 

module. All possible structures of a given sentence are passed through to the 

interpretation module, and then the syntactic and semantic interpretations are 

done respecting the contextual and situational knowledge as well as linguistic 

knowledge. Such an interpretation module requires an efficient computation 

mechanism which uses information from multiple resources. 

As a step to an efficient interpreter, we propose an inference engine based on 

the extended chart algorithm. It is a natural extension of bottom-up chart 

parsers, and works as an abductive prover for the restricted class of logic 

programs. This class, called head-driven logic programs, is enough to express the 

interpretation rules for our natural language analysis system. All sorts of 

interpretation rules, whether syntactic, semantic or discourse-theoretic, are 

stated as head-driven logic programs. The grammar rules can be also described 

as a head-driven logic program. Our inference engine treats both of 

interpretation and grammar rules in the uniform way, thus the two modules are 

integrated. This also improves the performance of the system. 

Technical Publications: [Den 92-05-1 ][Den 92-05-2][Den 92-09-1] 

[Den 92-09-2] 

2.6 Example-Based Approaches in Natural Language Processing 

Study on Example-Based Machine Translation (EBMT) has been pursued in 

ATR since 1989 in order to overcome problems inherent in conventional Machine 

Translation. In EBMT, (1) a database which consists of examples (pairs of a 

source phrase or sentence and its translation) is prepared. for translation 

knowledge; (2) an example whose source part is similar to the input phrase or 

sentence is retrieved from the example database; (3) by replacements of 

corresponding words in the target expression of the retrieved example, the 

translation is obtained. 

2.6.1 Integration of Example-Based Approaches and Rule-Based 

Approaches 

We implemented a prototype system called REALIST (Rule + Example = A 

LingIST). We built an example-based component for prepositions on top of a rule-

based start-up system which translates English to Japanese spoken sentences. 

Unlike our previous research, the emphasis is on a notorious analysis 

problem, i.e., structural ambiguity of pp-attachment. In natural language 

processing, it is of great importance to disambiguate pp-attachment. For 

instance, in machine translation, if a pp-attachment is not likely, the translation 

of the preposition, moreover, the whole translation is not likely. We proposed an 

A
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Example-Based Disambiguation (EBD) of pp-attachment, which 1) collects 

examples (a prepositional phrase and the attachment) from a corpus; 2) computes 

a semantic distance between an input expression and examples; 3) selects the 

most likely attachment based on the minimum-distance examples. The success 

rate of our component叫 performsconventional statistical methods. We made it 

clear that our semantic distance calculation using thesaurus overcomes the well-

known sparse data problem. 

Though the rule-based translation system is not large-scaled and should 

require future refinement, it deals with basic spoken language and various polite 

expressions as well. It generates natural Japanese sentences using local 

contextual information. 

2.6.2 Acceleration of retrieving similar examples 

Retrieving similar examples from vast example database is computationally 

demanding. Our experience with iPSC/2 taught us that there was a clear 

boundary in traditional method using medium-grained parallel processors. We 

demonstrated the feasibility that fine-grained parallel processors such as IXM2 

and CM2 break the boundary. Experimental results showed that retrieving 

similar examples on IXM2 exhibited the best performance and attained a 

response speed that would suffice for real-time interpreting telephony. 

Papers related to our previous research concerning mainly example-based 

word selection of various linguistic phenomena are listed below. Papers related to 

abovementioned research are currently under review will published in near 

future. 

Technical Publications: [Sumita 92-07-1 ][Sumita 92-07-2][0kada 92-1 O] 

2.6.3 Structural Distance in EBMT 

Natural language processing has long been using a pattern matching 

approach. Rules or linguistic structure.s are described with the help of variables 

standing for substructures. A new approach has recently received attention: it 

tries to retrieve the closest strings or structures by calculating distances between 

a candidate and constant objects stored in a database. 

We explores the idea of theoretically linking a pattern matching operation and 

a distance. This is realisted for strings with identification as the pattern 

matching operation and the Wagner and Fischer distance as the string distance. 

Because identification works both on strings and on trees, a similar relation can 

be established with a tree-to-tree distance, the Selkow distance. 

We present a system with two components: a grammar written in a 

declarative way with variables standing for substructures on one hand, and a 
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database containing examples of strings with their corresponding linguistic 

structures on the other hand. The system coherently reconciles the two main 

approaches in machine translation. 

Technical Publications: [ Lepage 92-09] 

2. 7 Cooperative Processing Approach in Machine Translation 

In many conventional natural language processing, the analysis module is 

centered and the analysis results heavily affect following processes such as 

machine translation modules, foe example transfer and generation. An analysis-

centered natural language processing does not always work well because 

analyzing relationships between words and phrases, or features on linguistic 

expressions are grasped from a certain monotonic view, in particular one 

grammar or one semantic category system. Various kinds of linguistic 

information must be handled simultaneously and satisfy any requirements made 

by each processing module which works as a sub-problem solver. 

2.7.1 Transfer-Driven Machine Translation(TDMT) 

We have been studying Transfer-Driven Machine Translation (TDMT) as an 

empirical approach to MT which utilizes prior translation examples to translate 

input spoken-dialogue expressions. In spoken-language, there are many 

expressions which are specific to the domain and deviate from conventional 

grammar. TDMT efficiently translates spoken-language with translation 

examples, avoiding complex analysis. In TDMT, transfer knowledge applied to 

each input sentence, is central to the translation process. When necessary, the 

transfer module utilizes various other kinds of information by cooperating with 

other autonomous modules. Target expressions and structures are basically 

determined using distance calculations ofEBMT. To achieve efficient and robust 

spoken-language translation, TDMT has a good command of various abstract 

knowledge and translation strategies according to the nature of an input string. 

We have describe analysis knowledge within example-based framework. A 

consistent example-based framework makes the cooperation between transfer 

and analysis effective, and efficient translation is achieved. And we add 

generation information to transfer knowledge in order to produce a correct 

translation result. In TDMT, two crucial points are how transfer knowledge is 

built and how broadly it covers sentences in the domain. Transfer knowledge has 

been built from a statistical and linguistic investigation of the domain's bilingual 

spoken-dialogue corpus, and from translation training of the typical expressions 

in the domain. A Japanese-to-English translation system for a spoken-dialogue 

about international conference registration is implemented. This approach has 
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been shown to be promising through pilot experimentation on conversation 

translations within 1500 Japanese words. 

Technical Publications: [Fu ruse 92-06] [Fu ruse 92-07-1] [Fu ruse 92-07-2] 

[Fu ruse 92-09] 

2.7.2 Multi-agent Mechanism for Natural-Language Processing 

Working with multiple-agent systems is a basic research topic. Many 

approaches were examined. A package for supporting multi-processing on the 

Sequent parallel computer was developed and a manual written. The 

BEHOLDER series of algorithms for scheduling multiple tasks under limited 

resources were designed. 

The problems of deciding which of multiple information sources to use and 

when to stop processing under uncertain conditions were investigated, using 

value-of-information theory and decision theory. This led to a new mathematics 

for explicitly representing uncertainty; the B-SURE system tore present 

situations and uncertain actions in multiple worlds; a system for planning with 

uncertain actions; and a new, optimal estimator for probabilities in discrete-

outcome situations.The results are being applied to the TDMT system. 

Finally, a top-down agent-based understanding system designed to solve 

specific problems in the interpretation demonstration was implemented. The 

sys tern, known as ABDUCK, uses an extremely simple low-q叫 ityagent model 

to predict the illocutionary force, deep semantics, and surface semantics of the 

following utterance. This information is used to disambiguate candidates from 

speech recognition;determine the illocutionary force of utterances, including 

understanding syntactically-identical utterances such as "hai"; resolve zero-

pronoun references;and understand "unagi-da" sentences. The quality of this 

understanding depends on the quality of the predictions. A high-quality 

intentional agent model is being prepared for use in this system. 

Technical Publications: [Myers 92-06] [Myers 92-07-1] [Myers 92-07-2] 

[Myers 92-09] 
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3. Research Staff 

The research staff is mainly composed of members from the research institutes 

and laboratories which support ATR. Also, visiting foreign scientists are 

included. The following members participated in the Natural Language 

Understanding Department and Data Processing Department through the end of 

March, 1992. 

Natural Language Understanding Department (Apr.,1986~Jan.,1993) 

Name Position Period 

Hi toshi Iida Department Head Apr., 1986 ~ 

Osamu Furuse Senior Researcher Feb., 1990 ~ 

Yasuhiro Sobashima Researcher Apr., 1992 ~ 

Takashi Okada Researcher Apr., 1991 ~ 

Kozo Oi Researcher Apr., 1991 ~ 

Masaaki Nagata Researcher Mar., 1989 ~ 

Takayuki Yamaoka Researcher May.1989 ~ Mar., 1992 

Hiroshi Ohashi Researcher Jun., 1991 ~Sept., 1992 

Eiichiro Sumi ta Visiting Researcher Apr., 1992 ~ 

Y asuharu Den Visiting Researcher Apr., 1991 ~ 

Yves Lepage Visiting Researcher Nov., 1991 ~ 

John K. Myers Visiting Researcher Sep., 1988 ~ 

Susann Luper Foy Visiting Researcher Mar., 1992~ May, 1992 
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Data Processing Department (Apr.,1986~Jan.,1992) 

Name Position Period 

Tsuyoshi Morimoto Department Head Mar., 1987 ~ 

Fumihiro Yato Supervisor Jun., 1991 ~ 

Noriyoshi Uratani Supervisor Jun., 1991 ~ 

Masami Suzuki Senior Researcher Aug., 1989 ~ 

Kenji Kita Senior Researcher Sep., 1987 ~ Aug., 1992 

Kyung-ho Loken-Kim Senior Researcher Jan., 1993 ~ 

Toshiyuki Takeza wa Researcher Oct., 1989 ~ 

Toshihisa Tashiro Researcher Sep., 1991 ~ 

Gen-ichiro Kikui Researcher Feb., 1990 ~ 

Junko Hosaka Visiting Researcher Oct., 1988 ~ 

Mutsuko Tomokiyo Visiting Researcher Apr., 1990 ~ 

Mark Seligman Visiting Researcher Jan., 1992 ~ 

Herbert S. Tropf Visiting Researcher Feb., 1992 ~ Dec., 1992 

Christian Boitet Invited Researcher Oct., 1992 ~ 

Laurel Fais Visiting Researcher Apr., 1992 ~ 

4. Research Facilities in the language-Related Departments 

The two language-related departments have common computer systems which 

consists of VAX 8600/8800 with ULTRIX systems, various types of workstations 

such as Symbolics 3675 / 3650 / 3620 / XL-1200 I Mac-Ivory, Xerox 1121, Explorer 

II, SUN 3/4, SPARC 2 , an iPSC parallel computer by INTEL Corp, and a Sequent 

/ symmetry by Sequent Computer Systems, Inc. They are connected through the 

Ethernet network. Common Lisp and C are the major programming languages 

used in our departments. 
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List of A'rR Technical Publications 

List of Technical Publications 
of the Natural Language Understanding Department 

and the Data Processing Department 
[ April 1992 ~ March 1993 ] 

Title Authors Conference or Journal 

対話における情報伝達機構につい 伝 康晴 日本認知科学会

て 第 15回学習と対話研究分科

—効率性と適切性の観点から— [Y. DEN] ,C:,. 

云

[JCSS, SIG LAL 92, No.1, 

[A model of linguistic communication - PP.5-14, 1992] 

from the viewpoint of efficiency and 

appropriateness -l 

認知モデルにおける情報の粒度 伝 康晴 日本認知科学会

第9回大会

[Fineness of information in cognitive [Y. DEN] [JCSS, PP.22-23, 1992] 

system] 

チャート型構文解析•生成の統一的 伝 康晴 日本ソフトウェア科学会

構造 第9回大会

[Y. DEN] [」SSST,pp.141-144, 1992] 

[A Uniform Architecture for Chart 

Parsing and Generation] 

用語解説 伝 康晴 人工知能学会詰

情報の効率性 [The Journal of JSAI 

[Y. DEN] Vol.7 No.5, pp.898-899, 

[Efficiency of information] 1992] 

An Example-Based Method for 古瀬 蔵 Proc. of TMl-92 

Transfer-Driven Machine 飯田 仁 pp.139-150, 1992 

Translation 

[O.FURUSE 

H.IIDA] 

Cooperation between Transfer 古瀬 蔵 Proc. of COLING 92、
and Analysis in Example-Based 飯田 仁 Vol. II, pp.645-651, 1992 

Framework 

[O.FURUSE 

H.IIDA] 

Transfer-Driven Machine 古瀬 蔵 Pro. of FG N LP 92 

Translation 飯田 仁 pp. 95-111、1992

[O.FURUSE 

H.IIDA) 
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FU RUSE Traduction Automatique Dirigee 古瀬 蔵 Japon IA, No.19, 55 
92-09 par le Transfert Yves Lepage pp.15-16、1992

[O.FURUSE] 

HOSAKA ATR対話コーパスを利用した音声 保坂 順子 文部省科研費総合研究 57 
92-03 認識のための構文規則 竹澤 寿幸 [A)「音声対話」研究成果報

江原 輝将 牛ロ拿戸

(NHK) [Final Report on "Spoken 

Dialogues" supported by 

[Constructing Syntactic Constraints for [」.HOSAKA grant-in-aid of the Ministry 

Speech Recognition using ATR Dialogue T.TAKEZAWA of Education, Culture and 

Corpus] T. EHARA] Science, No.0230510, 

pp.119-132, 1992] 

HOSAKA Classification of Conjunctive 保坂 順子 Literary & Linguistic 71 
92-04 Postpositions in Spoken」apanese 竹沢 寿幸 Computing, Vol.6, No.4, 

toward Speech 
江原 暉将

pp.254-258, 1992 
(NHK) 

[」.HOSAKA

T.TAKEZAWA 

T.EHARA] 

HOSAKA Constructions of Corpus-Based 保坂 順子 Proc. of COLING 92, Vol.II, 77 
92-07 Syntactic Rules for Accurate 竹沢 寿幸 pp.806-812, 1992 

Speech Recognition 

[J.HOSAKA 

T.TAKEZAWA] 

HOSAKA Analyzing Postposition Drop in 保坂 順子 Proc. of ICSLP 92, 84 
92-10-1 Spoken Japanese 竹沢 寿幸 pp.1251-1254, 1992 

浦谷 則好

[J.HOSAKA 

T.TAKEZAWA 

N.URATANI] 

HOSAKA 対話データベースを使った無助詞 保坂 順子 人工知能学会研究会資料 88 
92-10-2 名詞旬の分析 竹澤 寿幸 「言語•音声理解と対話処

浦谷 則好 理」

[Technical Meeting of JSAI, 

[J.HOSAKA SIG-SLUD-9203, pp.1-7, 

[Analysis of Postposition Drops using T.TAKEZAWA 1992] 

Dialogue Database] N. URATANI] 
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IIDA 言語処理と音声処理の統合に向け 飯田 仁 人工知能学会研究会資料 95 

92-04 て 「言語音声理解と対話処理

[H.IIDA] （第1回）」

[An Approach to the Integration of NLP [Technical Meeting of JSAI, 

& SP] SIG-SLUD-9201, pp. 55, 1992] 

IIDA Natural Language Dialogue 飯田 仁 情報処理学会 96 

92-05 Understanding on a Four-typed 有田 英一 英文論文誌

Plan Recognition Model [Journal of Information 

[H.IIDA Processing, Vol. 15, No. 1, 

E.ARITA] pp.60-71,.1992] 

IIDA Prospects for Advanced Spoken 飯田 仁 電子情報通信学会 108 

93-01-1 Dialogue Processing 英文論文詰D

[H.IIDA] [IEICE TRANS., INF. & SYST., 

Vol. E76-D, No. 1, pp. 2-8, 

1993] 

IIDA Predicting the Next Utterance 飯田 仁 電子情報通信学会 115 

93-01-2 Linguistic Expressions Using 山岡 孝行 英文論文詰D

Contextual Information 有田英一 [IEICE TRANS., INF & SYST., 

（三菱電機） Vol. E76-D, No. 1, pp. 62-73、

1993) 

[H.IIDA 

T. YAMAOKA 

E.ARITA] 

KIKUI Tree Configuratorfor Natural 菊井玄一郎 Proc. of TAG Workshop 92, 127 

92-06 Language Generation pp. 1-3, 1992 

[G.KIKUI] 

KIKUI Feature Structure Based Semantic 菊井玄一郎 Proc. of COLING 92, 130 

92-07 Head Driven Generation Vol.I, pp.32-38, 1992 

[G.KIKUI] 

KITA 音声認識における言語モデルにつ オt 研二 人工知能学会 137 

92-04 いて キ禾＊プ一じ 幸'"" 「言語・音声理解と対話処理

研究会資料（第1回）」

[K.KITA [Technical Meeting of JSAI, 

[Language Modeling for Speech T.MORIMOTO] SIG-SLUD-9201、pp.59-60,

Recognition] 1992] 
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KITA 到達可能性照合機構を用いた2段階 オt 研二 電子情報通信学会 139 

92-07 予測型LRパーザと音声認識への応 オ*木プ-じ 退 言語処理とコミュニケー

用 嵯峨山茂樹 ション研究会

[WGNLC Technical Meeting 

[Two-Level LR Parsing with a Category [K.KITA of IEICE, pp.1-7, 1992] 

Reachability Test and its Application to T.MORIMOTO 

Speech Recognition] K.OHKURA] 

KITA 統計的言語情報を用いた HMM-LR オヒ 研二 電子情報通信学会 146 

92-09 文章発声音声認識の評価 ＊禾＊フ一E 退 音声研究会

大倉 計美 [WGSP Technical Meeting of 

嵯峨山茂樹 IEICE, 44-4, pp.25-32, 1992] 

[Evaluation of the HMM-LR Speech [K.KITA 

Recognition System against Continuous T.MORIMOTO 

Sentential Utterances with the Aid of K.OHKURA 

Stochastic Linguistic Knowledge] S. SAGA Y AMA] 

KITA Continuously Spoken Sentence 北 研二 Proc. of ICSLP 92, 154 

92-10-1 Recognition by HMM-LR キ禾木フ一E 退 pp.305-308, 1992 

大倉 計美

[K.KITA 

T.MORIMOTO 

K.OHKURA] 

KITA HMM-LRによる連続発声の文認識 北 研二 日本音響学会平成4年度 158 

92-10-2 ネ禾木フ一じ 遥 秋季研究発表会講演論文集

大倉 計美 [Proc. of AS」FallMeeting, 

嵯峨山茂樹 1-1-15, pp. 29-30、1992]

[K.KITA 

T.MORIMOTO 

[Continuous Utterance Recognition K.OHKURA 

Using HMM-LR Parsing] S. SAGA Y AMA] 
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KITA LR Parsing with a Category 北 研二 電子情報通信学会 160 

93-01 Reachability Test Applied to ネ禾木プ一E 遥 英文論文誌D

Speech Recognition 大倉 計美 [IEICE Trans., INF.& SYST., 

嵯峨山茂樹 Vol. E76-D, No.1, pp.23-28, 

1992] 

[K.KITA 

T.MORIMOTO 

K.OHKURA 

S. SAGA Y AMA] 

KU REMA TSU 自動翻訳電話のための音声処理と 樽松 明 電子情報通信学会誌 166 

92-10 言語処理 [IEICE. Trans., Vol. 75, No. 10, 

[A.KUREMATSU] pp. 1050-1057, 1992] 

[Speech and Language Processing for 

Automatic Telephone Interpretation] 

LEPAGE Relation between a pattern- Yves Lepage Proc. of SPICIS 92, 174 

92-09 matching operation and a 古瀬 蔵 pp.513-518, 1992 

distance : on the path to reconcile 飯田 仁

two approaches in natural 

language processing [0.FURUSE 

H.IIDA] 

MORIMOTO 対訳対話コーパス作成のための 工藤 育男[CSK] 電子情報通信学会論文誌 180 

92-04-1 キーボード会話収録システム ＊禾＊プ一 退 [IEICE Trans., J75-D-II、No.4,

pp.749-761, 1992] 

[A Keyboard-Dialogue Collecting System [I. KUDO 

for Building a Bilingual Dialogue Corpus) T. MORIMOTO] 

MORIMOTO 電話またはキーボードを介した対 江原 暉将 情報処理学会論文詰 193 

92-04-2 話に基づく言語データベースADD 小倉健太郎 [Journal of IPSJ, Vol. 33, 

の構築
篠崎 直子

No.4, PP. 448-456, 1992] 
＊禾＊プ一E 退
樽松 明

[T.EHARA 

K.OGURA 

[Construction of a Dialogue (ADD) from N.SHINOZAKI 

Dialogues through Telephone or T. MORIMOTO 

Keyboard Channels] A. KU RAMA TSU] 
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MORIMOTO A Spoken Language Translation ネ禾木プ一じ 退 Proc. of COLING 92, Vol.III, 202 
92-07 System; SL-TRANS2 鈴木 雅実 pp. 1048-1052, 1992 

竹沢 寿幸

菊井玄一郎

永田 昌明

友清 睦子

[T.MORIMOTO 

M.SUZUKI 

T.TAKEZAWA 

G.KIKUI 

M.NAGATA 

M.TOMOKIYO] 

MORIMOTO Continuous Speech Recognition ネ禾木フ一E 退 Proc. of ICSLP 92, 207 

92-10-1 Using Combination of Syntactic pp.401-404, 1992 

Constraints and Dependency [T.MORIMOTO] 

Relationship 

MORIMOTO Enhancement of ATR's Spoken ネネ木プーじ 退 Proc. of ICSLP 92, 211 

92-10-2 Language Translation System : 竹沢 寿幸 pp.397-400, 1992 

SL-TRANS2 永田 昌明

谷戸 文広

嵯峨山茂樹

樽松 明

[T.MORIMOTO 

T.TAKEZAWA 

F.YATO 

S.SAGAYAMA 

A.KUREMATSU] 

MYERS An Introduction to Planning and J.K.MYERS Proc. of The First 215 

92-06 Meta-Decision-Making with International Conference on 

Uncertain Nondeterministic Al Planning Systems 

Actions Using Second-Order pp.297-298, 1992 

Probabilities 

MYERS B-SURE: A Believed Situation and 」.K.MYERS Proc. of COLING 92, 217 

92-07-1 Uncertain-Action Representation Vol. 皿， pp.961-965, 1992 

Environment 
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MYERS An Agent-Based Approach to J.K.MYERS International Symposium on 222 
92-07-2 Natural-Language Understanding on NLU & Al, pp.211-218, 

of Conversations for an 1992 芦

Interpreting Telephone 

MYERS A Theory of Intentional Action J.K.MYERS Proc. of IEEE International 230 
92-09 under Uncertainty as Applied to Workshop RO-MAN, 

Physical and Communicative pp.305-310, 1992 

Actions 

NAGATA An Empirical Study on Rule 永田 昌明 Proc. of COLING 92, 236 
92-07-1 Granularity and Unification Vol. I, pp. 177-183, 1992 

Interleaving toward an Efficient [M.NAGATA] 

Unification-Based Parsing System 

NAGATA 統計的な対話モデルの試みとその 永田 昌明 人工知能学会研究会資料 243 
92-07-2 音声認識への応用 言語音声理解と対話処理研

[M.NAGATA] 究会［第2回］

[Technical Meeting of」SAi,

[An Experimental Stochastic Local SIG-SLUD-9202-11、pp.97-

Discourse Model for Speech Recognition] 106, 1992] 

NAGATA Using Pragmatics to Rule Out 永田 昌明 Proc. of ICSLP 92 253 
92-10-1 Recognition Errors in Cooperative pp. 647-650, 1992 

Task-Oriented Dialogues [M.NAGATA] 

NAGATA 制約に基づく文法の応用 永田 昌明 電子情報通信学会 257 
92-10-2 —単一化文法に基づく構文解析の 「制約に基づく文法」講習

実装技術ー [M.NAGATA] 今

云

[IEICE. TRANS, PP.1-19] 

[Application of Constraint-Based 

Grammars Implementation Technologies 

for Unification-Based Parsing] 
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NAGATA COLING'92 Nantes参加報告 小暮 潔 人工知能学会誌 276 

93-01-1 (NTT) [Journal of JSAI, Vol.8, No.1, 

橋田 辻／牛口＿ pp.116-119, 1993] 

（電総研）

永田 昌明

長尾 確

（ソニー）

飯田 仁

[K. KOGURE 

H.IIDA 

M. NAGATA 

K. HASHIDA 

[Report on COLING'92 Nantes] . NAGAO] 

NAGATA 文献紹介 永田 昌明 情報処理 1993年 1月号 280 

93-01-2 「確率的語彙化付加文法[SLTAG]」 [Journal of IPSJ,Vol,34, No.1、

[M. NAGATA] pp.119-120, 1993] 

[Stochastic Lexicalized Tree Adjoining 

Grammar] 

NAGATA A Unification-Based Japanese 永田 昌明 電子情報通信学会 282 

93-01-3 Parser for Speech-to-Speech ＊禾木フ一E 退 英文論文誌D

Translation [IEICE Trans. Inf. & Syst., 

[M.NAGATA Vol. E76-D, No. 1, pp. 51-61, 

T. MORIMOTO] 1993] 

OKADA 用例主導型機械翻訳における並列 岡田 尚 情報処理学会第45回 293 

92-10 検索手法 平成4年度後期全国大会講演

[T.OKADA] 論文集

[A Parallel Implementation of Retrieval [Proc. of JPSJ Fall Meeting, 

in Example-based Machine Translation] Vol.3, pp. 103-104、1992]

SUMITA Example-Based NLP Techniques 隅田英一郎 Proc. of AAAl-92 Workshop 295 

92-07-1 -A  Case Study of Machine 飯田 仁 pp.90-97, 1992 

Translationー

[E.SUMITA 

H.IIDA] 

SUMITA Exampel-Based Transfer of 隅田 英一郎 電子情報通信学会英文論文 303 

92-07-2 Japanese Adnominal Particles into 飯田 仁 誌D

English [IEICE TRANS. INF. & SYST., 

[E.SUMITA Vol. E75-D, No. 4、pp.585-

H.IIDA] 594, 1992 
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SUMITA 経験的知識を活用する新しい言語 隅田英一郎 ATRジャーナルNo.12 313 
92--09 翻訳手法 古瀬 蔵 pp.8-11, 1992 

[A New Language Translation Method [E.SUMITA 

which Makes Use of Empirical 0.FURUSE] 

knowledge] 

SUZUKI A Method of Utilizing Domain 鈴木 雅実 Proc. of COLING 92, Vol. II, 317 
92-07-1 and Language Specific Constraints pp.756-762, 1992 

in Dialogue Translation [M.SUZUKI) 

SUZUKI 対話翻訳日英構造変換における関 鈴木 雅実 雷子情報通信学会 324 
92-07-2 連知識の利用 一基礎検討一 言語理解とコミュニケーション

[M.SUZUKI] 研究会

[Utilization of Relevant Knowledge for [WGNLCTechnical Meeting 

J-E Structural Transfer in Dialogue of IEICE, pp.9-14, 1992] 

Translation] 

SUZUKI 対話翻訳における領域知識による 鈴木 雅実 情報処理学会第45回 330 
92-10 補完手法の検討 平成4年度後期全国大会講演

[M.SUZUKI] 論文集

[Elaboration of Utterances based on [Proc. of IPSJ Fall Meeting, 

Domain Knowledge in Dialogue Vol.3, pp.89-90, 1992] 

Translation] 

TAKEZAWA 音響学会連続音声データベース 板橋秀一 日本音響学会 332 
92-03-1 （筑波大） 平成4年度春季研究発表会

速水 悟 [Proc. of ASJ Spring 

（電総研） Meeting, 2-2-17, pp.285-286, 

小林 哲則 1992] 

（早稲田大）

竹沢 寿幸

[S. ITAHASHI 

S. HAYAMIZU 

[ASJ Continuous Speech Databases] T. KOBAYASHI 

T. TAKEZAWA] 

｀ 
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TAKEZAWA 音声の知的処理に関する調査研究 田中 和世 日本情報処理開発協会，音声 334 

92-03-2 報告書 （電総研） の知的処理に関する調査研

板橋 采.n,＿ 究報告書

（筑波大） [Report on Intelligent 

竹沢 寿幸，他 Processing of Speech 

supported by JIPDEC, 

[K. TANAKA pp. 179-188, 319-320, 1992] 

[Report on Intelligent Processing of S. ITAHASHI 

Speech] T. TAKEZAWA, 

et.al.] 

TAKEZAWA 話しことばとコンピュータ 竹沢 寿幸 「WELCOMNEWS」 346 

92-08-1 早稲田大学情報科学研究教

[T. TAKEZAWA] 育センター

["WELCOM NEWS", 

Centre for Informatics、

Waseda University, No.23, 

[Spoken Language and Computer] pp.4-6, 1992) 

TAKEZAWA] 日本音響学会研究用連続音声デー 小林 哲則 日本音響学会誌 349 

92-08-2 タベース （早稲田大） [Journal of AS」,Vol.48, 

板橋 采乃＿ No. 12, pp.888-893, 1992] 

（筑波大）

速水 悟

（電総研）

竹沢 寿幸

[T. KOBAYASHI 

[AS」ContinuousSpeech Corpus for S. ITAHASHI 

Research] S. HAYAMIZU 

T. TAKEZAWA] 

TAKEZAWA 研究用連続音声データベース 板橋 未.7!,＿ 研究用音声データベース 355 

92-09 （筑波大） [CD-ROM, Vol.6, 1992] 

竹沢 寿幸

その他

[S. ITAHASHI 

[Continuous Speech Corpus for Research] T. TAKEZAWA 

et.al.] 
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TAKEZAWA Design and Creation of Speech 速水 伊ロ 電子情報通信学会 365 
93-01 and Text Corpora of Dialogue （電総研） 英文論文誌D ；、

板橋秀一 [IEICE、TRANS.、INF.& SYST., 

［音声とテキストによる対話コーパスの （筑波大） Vol.E76-D, pp.17-22, 1993) 

設計と構築］ 小林哲則

（早稲田大）

竹澤寿幸

[S.HAYAMIZU 

S.ITAHASHI 

T.KOBAYASHI 

T.TAKEZAWA) 

TASHIRO ループを含む素性構造単一化にお 古向秤向 誠 情報処理学会第45回 371 
92-10-1 ける構造共有手法 松尾 秀彦 平成4年度後期全国大会講演

鷺 恭子 論文集

（以上TIS) [Proc. of IPSJ Fall Meeting, 

田代 敏久 Vol.2, pp.185-186、1992]
永田昌明

[M. TAKAHASHI 

H. MATSUO 

K.SAGI 

[A Structure sharing Method for T. TASHIRO 

Unification of Cyclic Feature Structures] M. NAGATA] 

TASHIRO 単一化に基づく構文解析における 田代敏久 情報処理学会第45回 373 
92-10-2 制約の選択的適用 永田 昌明 平成4年度後期全国大会講演

論文集

[T. TASHIRO [Proc. of IPSJ Fall Meeting, 

[A Selective Constraint Application M. f¥JAGATA] Vol.3, pp. 177-178, 1992] 

Method in Unification-Based Parsing] 

TOMABECHI Quasi-Destructive Graph 苫米地英人 Proc. of COLING 92, 375 
92-07 Unification with Structure- Vol. PP.440-446, 1992 

Sharing [H.TOMABECHI] 
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TOMOKIYO 親のない子の日曜日 友清 睦子 日仏工業技術 382 

93-01 —機械翻訳における省略補完につ [Bultin de la Societe Franco-

いて― [M.TOMOKIYO) Japonaise des Techniques 

lndustrielles, Vol.38、No.2-3,

[Le Dimanche d'un Orphelin pp.32-36, 1993] 

-Cal cul du Referent du Sujet non 

Exprime en Traduction Automatiqueー］

URATANI 目的指向型会話文解析システムの 浦谷 則好 電子情報通信学会 387 

92-07 椴能評価法 鈴木 雅実 言語理解とコミュニケー

永田 晶明 ション研究会

林*プ-C 退 [WGNLCTechnical Meeting 

田窪 行則 of IEICE、pp.33-40,1992] 

（九州大）

定 延 利 之

（神戸大）

成田

（大阪大）

[N. URATANI 

M. SUZUKI 

M. NAGATA 

[A Function Evaluation Method for T. MORIMOTO 

Analysis System of Goal-Directed Y. TAKUBO 

Dialogue] T. SADANOBU 

H. NARITA] 

YAMAOKA Predicting Noun-Phrase Surface 山岡 孝行 Proc. of COLING 92, Vol.N 395 

92-07 Forms Using Contextual 飯田 仁 PP.1152-1156、1992

Information 有田 英一

（三菱電機）

[T.YAMAOKA 

H.IIDA 

H.ARITA) 
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AAAl-92 workshop 12-16」uly,1992, San」ose,California, U.S.A 

COLING 92 The fifteenth International Conference on 

Computational Linguistics, 23-28 August, 1992, 

Nantes、France

FGNLP 92 International Workshop on Fundamental Research 
for the Future Generation of Natural Language 
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